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Anthony E. Ladd and other leading
chapter focuses on a particular
environmental sociologists present a set controversy, such contamination of well
of crucial case studies analyzing the
water with gas from fracking, and follows
differential risk perceptions, socioa similar format: starting with the
environmental impacts, and mobilization of principles; then detailing peer-reviewed
citizen protest (or quiescence)
case studies for earthquakes,
surrounding unconventional energy
radioactivity, and climate change; and
development and hydraulic fracking in a
concluding with a judgment of the general
number of key U.S. shale regions.
risks involved. Shale Gas and Fracking:
Fractured Communities reveals how this The Science Behind the Controversy
While environmental disputes and
contested terrain is expanding, pushing
provides readers with the unbiased
conflicts over fossil fuel extraction have
the issue of fracking into the mainstream information they need to make informed
grown in recent years, few issues have
of the American political arena.
decisions on the controversial issue of
been as contentious in the twenty-first
Shale Gas and Fracking: The Science
fracking. Presents a clear and unbiased
century as those surrounding the impacts
Behind the Controversy explains the
view of the pros and cons of fracking in
of unconventional natural gas and oil
relevant geological principles before
Europe and the US, through a simple and
development using hydraulic drilling and
examining the peer-reviewed evidence
compelling narrative from an informed
fracturing techniques—more commonly
and presenting it through a simple and
publicly-funded scientist Includes fullknown as “fracking”—on local
compelling illustrated narrative. Each
colour diagrams, photographs, and maps
communities. In Fractured Communities,
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to present information clearly and simply forward the interests of the communities first edition that explored all aspects of
Focuses on peer-reviewed, documented
exposed to development, asking important the controversies surrounding fracking.
examples, particularly of earthquakes and questions such as: What state structures Hydraulic horizontal fracturing, better
groundwater contamination due to
govern state-local relations? What state
known as fracking, is the process of
fracking
institutions impact and shape oil and gas injecting as much as seven million gallons
The disputes around fracking, and oil and production? What is the policymaking
of water, proppants (like silica sand), and
gas policy, follow a long tradition of
context in the state? What are the costs toxins into the earth to fracture the shale
complicated intergovernmental
and benefits of hydraulic fracturing at the and extract methane. Politicians want
relationships. Proponents argue that
national, state, and local levels? How are natural gas drillers to come into their
fracking supports new and well-paying
risks and rewards distributed within
states, primarily because of the numbers
jobs, revitalizes state and local
states? What local policies have
of well-paying jobs the industry creates,
economies, and that it can help replace
challenged the state, and why would local the overall economic benefits, and the
reliance on other fossil fuels. Skeptics and communities challenge the state? The
lower costs of natural gas to the
opponents contend that oil and gas
result is a book that demonstrates that
consumer. Dr. Brasch investigates those
production via fracking contaminates air when stakeholders acknowledge their
claims, and provides an extensive look at
and water resources, causes earthquakes, interdependencies and one another’s
the money trail between the industry and
and can ruin the character of many
expertise, they create, design, and
the politicians' campaign receipts.
communities. Examining the
implement more responsive, strategic, and Combining both scientific evidence and
intergovernmental politics of the first oil targeted public policies. The Fracking
extensive interviews with those affected
and natural gas boom of the 21st century, Debate, Second edition will be required
by fracking throughout the country, he
The Fracking Debate, Second edition
reading for courses on oil and gas policy concludes that errors made by the natural
offers a holistic understanding of the
in the United States, environmental
gas industry as well as the process itself
politics that characterize oil and natural
politics, and domestic energy politics, as have caused significant public health and
gas operations, including why local
well as a vital reference for practitioners the environmental problems that also
governments are challenging their state’s and policymakers working in these fields. affect agriculture, wildlife, and livestock.
preemptive authority, in order to initiate a --70% more content than first edition
Fractured Communities
larger conversation about improving
--updated t0 2014 --30 photos and
How America's Shale Gas Boom Is
intergovernmental relationships. Author
graphics In his most powerful
Threatening Our Families, Pets, and Food
A Field Philosopher's Guide to Fracking:
Jonathan Fisk presents a novel argument investigation to date, award-winning
about the ways in which local, state,
journalist Walter M. Brasch digs into the How One Texas Town Stood Up to Big
regional, and national approaches to
natural gas industry and extracts the truth Oil and Gas
Fracking the Neighborhood
governance of shale gas development can about fracking. This is the long-awaited
work together to reduce conflict and
second edition to the critically-acclaimed Groundswell
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Intergovernmental Politics of the Oil and
Gas Renaissance, Second Edition

As it is currently being discussed,
hydraulic fracturing or "fracking" is the
unconventional method of drilling and
extracting oil and natural gas. Fracking
starts at the earth's surface where the
technology is created and the sites are
constructed. The process continues
downward: drills pierce thousands of feet
vertically and then horizontally
underground. Then, millions of gallons of
water mixed with sand and chemicals
(referred to as "fracking fluid" or "slick
water") are pumped at high pressure
through the pipe so as to fracture shale
deposits and release gas or oil. Whether
to allow fracking and its associated
industrial activity is a complex and heated
controversy. The mainstream positions on
the issue are typically divided between
concerns for the environment and the
economy. My subsequent argument
against fracking moves beyond both of
these mainstream positions. The following
argument against fracking is moral and
moves in the opposite direction than
fracking; it starts from the bottom and
moves upward. At the bottom layer, I point
out that fracking violates necessary

obligations of environmental justice. At the the United States. • Provides readers with
middle layer, I claim, fracking threatens
a complete historical review of the origins,
local moral solidarity as I conceive it.
development, and expansion of the use of
Finally, at the top layer, I argue fracking
fracking • Explains the technical principles
collides with the good life and human
related to the use of fracking in clear,
flourishing. In other words, I claim fracking nontechnical language • Presents an
not only hinders the availability of
unbiased review of the arguments for and
necessary material goods, like clean water against the use of fracking for the recovery
and air, it also significantly impedes human of oil and gas • Supplies a summary of the
flourishing. Moreover, fracking promotes or history of the use of fracking in the United
propagates a life of consumption that
States
displaces the good life. I argue against
A pharmacologist and a veterinarian pull
fracking because of its insidious and
back the curtain on the human and animal
neglected moral implications. The following health effects of hydraulic fracturing, or
three chapters are moral layers; starting at “fracking” Across the country, fracking—the
my claim that fracking violates necessary extraction of natural gas by hydraulic
fracturing—is being touted as the nation’s
obligations of environmental justice and
ascending toward the social and then the answer to energy independence and a fix
material conditions of daily life. The layers for a flagging economy. Drilling companies
assure us that the process is safe,
of the argument are interconnected, just
like the layers of the fracking process itself. politicians push through drilling legislation
By shedding light on how fracking impedes without a serious public-health debate, and
the good life I aim to bring attention to the those who speak out are marginalized,
issue in way that is has yet to be assessed. their silence purchased by gas companies
The use of fracking is a tremendously
and their warnings about the dangers of
important technology for the recovery of oil fracking stifled. The Real Cost of Fracking
and gas, but the advantages and costs of pulls back the curtain on how this toxic
fracking remain controversial. This book
process endangers the environment and
examines the issues and social, economic, harms people, pets, and livestock. Michelle
political, and legal aspects of fracking in
Bamberger, a veterinarian, and Robert
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Gas/crude oil (Conventional and
Oswald, a pharmacologist, combine their Fracking covers the controversies of the
expertise to show how contamination at
fracking industry, examining the different Unconventional) * Formation Preparation for
Hydraulic Fracturing * Well Drilling Process *
drilling sites translates into ill health and
perspectives and the potential risks and
Well Completion Process (Perforation) *
heartbreak for families and their animals. benefits of fracking. Aligned to Common
Horizontal Well: The Preferred Well
By giving voice to the people at ground
Core Standards and correlated to state
zero of the fracking debate, the authors
standards. Essential Library is an imprint of Configuration for Fracking * Hydraulic
Fracturing – Procedures, etc. * Offshore
vividly illustrate the consequences of
Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Fracking: Quietly on the rise * Common
fracking and issue an urgent warning to all Fracking 101
Misconception of Fracking Technique *
of us: fracking poses a dire threat to the air Fracking, Fortunes, and the Fate of the
Environmental Concerns of Hydraulic
we breathe, the water we drink, and even Marcellus Shale
Fracturing * Benefits and reverse benefits of
A Novel
our food supply. Bamberger and Oswald
Hydraulic Fracturing * Winners and losers
reveal the harrowing experiences of small The Science Behind the Controversy
when oil and gas prices fall * Eco-Friendly
farmers who have lost their animals, their Procedures, Issues, and Benefits
Alternatives to Hydraulic Fracturing Those
livelihoods, and their peace of mind, and of The Fracking Debate
who use this book include
rural families whose property values have Hydraulic Fracturing is a unique oil and gas
reservoir stimulation technique that has
Technical/Nontechnical persons, students, and
plummeted as their towns have been
all that are following the trend in the global oil
invaded by drillers. At the same time, these positioned itself as the industry’s choice for
developing Tight/Shale Oil and Gas fields.
and gas industry. Readers are given a good
stories give us hope, as people band
Together with horizontal well, this technology footing on the procedures, issues, and benefits
together to help one another and
unlocks impervious shale rocks - releasing
concerning “Hydraulic Fracturing (Fracking)”.
courageously fight to reclaim their
crude oil and natural gas that otherwise would The practice of hydraulic fracturing has
communities. The debate over fracking
speaks to a core dilemma of contemporary not have been possible by using conventional become a prominent issue as countries such as
the United States strive for energy
life: we require energy to live with modern exploration and production methods. This
detailed 2nd Edition has many illustrations,
independence. What is fracking, and why is it
conveniences, but what degree of
giving readers solid foundation in the
such a controversial topic? Readers discover
environmental degradation, health risks,
procedures, issues, benefits, and reverse
the answers to these questions and more
and threats to our food supply are we
willing to accept to obtain that energy? As benefits associated with current shale reservoir through balanced text that presents multiple
development using Hydraulic Fracturing
viewpoints about fracking. Fact boxes and
these stories demonstrate, the stakes
(Fracking). Book contents, among others,
graphic organizers provide additional
couldn’t be higher, and this is an issue
include a concise explanation on: * Natural
information, and full-color photographs help
that none of us can afford to ignore.
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readers better understand how fracking works movements since Love Canal. Wilber weaves a fracking--was developed and implemented in
and its effects on the environment. As readers narrative tracing the consequences of shale gas the 1970s in Texas, fracking of the Marcellus
explore this current events issue, they're also
development in northeast Pennsylvania and
Shale formation that stretches from West
introduced to important information about
central New York through the perspective of
Virginia through Pennsylvania to New York
natural resources, fossil fuels, and alternative various stakeholders. Wilber's evenhanded
did not begin in earnest until the twenty-first
energy sources.
treatment explains how the revolutionary
century. Unconventional natural gas
What happens when natural gas drilling moves process of fracking has changed both access to
production via fracking has ignited debate,
into an urban area: how communities in North our domestic energy reserves and the lives of
challenged regulators, and added to the
Texas responded to the environmental and
people living over them. He gives a voice to all
complexity of twenty-first-century natural
health threats of fracking.
constituencies, including farmers and
For the updated paperback edition of Under the landowners tempted by the prospects of wealth resource management. Through a
longitudinal study taken from 2000 to 2015,
Surface, Tom Wilber has written a new chapter but wary of the consequences; policymakers
and epilogue covering developments since the struggling with divisive issues concerning free Jonathan M. Fisk, Soren Jordan, and A. J.
Good examine how the management of
book's initial publication. Chief among these
enterprise, ecology, and public health; and
are the home rule movement and
activists coordinating campaigns based on their natural resources functions relative to specific
accompanying social and legal events leading respective visions of economic salvation and regulatory actions including inspections,
up to an unprecedented ban of fracking in New environmental ruin. Throughout the book,
identifying violations, and the use of specific
York state, and the outcome of the federal
Wilber illustrates otherwise dense policy and regulatory tools. Ultimately, they find that
EPA's investigation of water pollution just
legal issues in human terms and shows how
factors as disparate as state policy goals,
across the state border in Dimock,
ordinary people can affect extraordinary events. elected officials, the availability of data,
Pennsylvania. The industry, with powerful
The Politics of Fracking
inspectors, front-line staff, and the use of
political allies, effectively challenged the
What is it really all about ?
technology form a context that, in turn,
federal government’s attempts to intervene in How Fracking Ignited the American Energy
shapes the use of specific regulatory tools and
drilling communities in Pennsylvania,
Revolution and Changed the World
decisions.
Wyoming, and Texas with water problems. But Cranial Fracking
Fracking for gas trapped in shale could be a
What's Fracking?
it met its match in a grassroots
game changer in the quest to find alternatives
Regulatory Policy and Local Community
movement—known as "fractivism"—that
to dirty fossil fuels, but it also has potential for
sprouted from seeds sown in upstate New York Responses to Environmental Concerns
harm. This book provides "one-stop
Although a technique for hydraulic
community halls and grew into one of the
state’s most influential environmental
shopping" for everyone who wants to know
fracturing--more commonly known as
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more about the issues. Offers a
passionate opponents fighting against the oil How Fracking's False Promise of Plenty
comprehensive, impartial understanding of companies. The fight has generated a lot of
Imperils Our Future
unconventional natural gas development
heat, but not much understanding. This
Slick Water
from many different perspectives by experts in guide, written by some-one who knows what Fracking and the Rhetoric of
the field Draws from the findings of the
he is talking about takes a detached, neutral Place investigates the
most up-to-date research and discusses areas view of the subject. Without pushing a view rhetorical strategies of
where scientific findings are yet unclear
for or against, it provides the factual
speakers on hydraulic
Addresses fracking's potential effects on
background you need to form an opinion of fracturing in order to
humans, animals, and environmental factors your own. An Informed and Neutral
understand how places shape
including air quality, water quality, and
Introduction Like most people I have heard and are shaped by citizens as
climate change Explains the economic,
of fracking, but did I really understand what it they engage in their
legal, regulatory, and ethical issues
was? To answer honestly, no. I knew it had
democracy. Analysis offers
surrounding fracking Examines social and something to do with mining and was perhaps scholars of place-based
community issues and the industry
destructive to the land. To me, it was just one rhetoric and environmental
perspective
of those words of the moment. This guide has communication a heuristic
"As different as we all are in situations, needs, given me a real sense and understanding of
approach to studying their
and views, we hold the world in common. In what fracking is. It allowed me, someone who own sites.
this brilliant ethnography, Colin Jerolmack has no experience in this field, to learn about Since the first edition of
vividly highlights this basic environmental
the pros and cons of fracking, without having Fracking was published,
conundrum with his compelling account of the good and bad of it forced down my
hydraulic fracturing has
the local conflicts over fracking in the
throat. If you want an informed and neutral continued to be hotly
countryside around Williamsport,
introduction into fracking, then this is the
debated. Credited with
guide for you. ~ Debbie Prewer
Pennsylvania"-bringing the US and other
A Reference Handbook
Fracking, or hydraulic fracturing to give its
countries closer to “energy
proper name, has become part of our lives
The Case for Fracking
independence,” and blamed for
recently, due to the massive exploitation of
From Basic Rights and Obligations to
tainted drinking water and
America’s shale oil and gas fields. Along the Human Flourishing
earthquakes, hydraulic
way it has stirred up controversy, with
Fracking: A Reference Handbook
fracturing (“fracking”)
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continues to be one of the
standpoint. While induced
hottest topics and fiercely
hydraulic fracturing utilizes
debated issues in the energy many different engineering
industry and in politics.
disciplines, this book
Covering all of the latest
explains these concepts in an
advances in fracking since
easy to understand format.
the first edition was
The primary use of this book
published, this expanded and shall be to increase the
updated revision still
awareness of a new and
contains all of the valuable emerging technology and what
original content for the
the various ramifications can
engineer or layperson to
be. The reader shall be
understand the technology and exposed to many engineering
its ramifications. Useful not concepts and terms. All of
only as a tool for the
these ideas and practices
practicing engineer solve day-shall be explained within the
to-day problems that come
body. A science or
with working in hydraulic
engineering background is not
fracturing, it is also a
required.
wealth of information
This book provides a
covering the possible
systematic scientific
downsides of what many
approach to the understanding
consider to be a very
of hydraulic fracturing
valuable practice. Many
(fracking) as a hydrocarbon
others consider it dangerous, extraction technology and its
and it is important to see
impact on the environment.
both sides of the argument,
The book addresses research
from an apolitical, logical
from the past decade to
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assess how fracking can affect
air, water, landscapes and
ecosystems, and presents the
subject in the context of the
history of fracking and shale
gas development in the United
States, describing what is
known and not known about
environmental impacts, and
the broader implications of
fossil energy use, climate
change, and technology
development. In 9 chapters,
the author lays out how and
why hydraulic fracturing was
developed, what driving
forces existed at the
beginning of the so-called
"shale revolution", how
success was achieved, and
when and why public
acceptance of the technology
changed. The intended
audience is scientific people
who are concerned about
fracking, but perhaps do not
know all that much about it.
It is also intended for lay
September, 27 2022
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people who would be interestedbenefits of fracking outweigh
in understanding the
the costs? Can improvements
technical details of the
be made to the process that
process and what effects it
would eliminate its dangers?
might or might not be having Should the government get
on the environment. The book more involved in regulating
is written at a level that is fracking, or should it be up
both understandable and
to the people?
technically correct. A
Fracking Pennsylvania
further goal is to give some Risk, Impacts, and Protest
useful insights even to
Against Hydraulic Fracking in
experienced petroleum
U.S. Shale Regions
geologists and engineers who Fracking, Freedom, and
have been doing fracking for Community in an American Town
many years.
A scientific assessment of
On the surface, fracking, or the environmental risks from
hydraulic fracturing, seems
hydraulic fracturing and
like a perfect solution to
fossil fuels
the country’s energy crises. Hydraulic Fracturing
It is a relatively easy and
(Fracking) - Procedures,
independent way to supply
Issues, and Benefits
natural gas. But
How Fracking Has Changed
controversies surround the
Pennsylvania in the Twentypractice. The process
First Century
involved in fracking has been From the front lines of the
fracking debate, a “field
shown to be harmful to the
philosopher” explores one of
environment and a threat to
our most divisive technologies.
our public health. Do the
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When philosophy professor Adam
Briggle moved to Denton, Texas,
he had never heard of fracking.
Only five years later he would
successfully lead a citizens'
initiative to ban hydraulic
fracturing in Denton—the first
Texas town to challenge the oil
and gas industry. On his
journey to learn about fracking
and its effects, he leaped from
the ivory tower into the fray.
In beautifully narrated
chapters, Briggle brings us to
town hall debates and
neighborhood meetings where
citizens wrestle with issues
few fully understand. Is
fracking safe? How does it
affect the local economy? Why
are bakeries prohibited in
neighborhoods while gas wells
are permitted next to
playgrounds? In his quest for
answers Briggle meets people
like Cathy McMullen. Her
neighbors’ cows asphyxiated
after drinking fracking fluids,
and her orchard was razed to
make way for a pipeline. Cathy
September, 27 2022
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did not consent to drilling, but nationally recognized as a
those who profited lived far
beacon for citizens' rights at
out of harm’s way. Briggle's
the epicenter of the fracking
first instinct was to think
revolution.
about fracking—deeply. Drawing Presents an unstinting
on philosophers from Socrates
exploration of controversial
to Kant, but also on
fracking technologies to
consider the arguments of its
conversations with engineers,
legislators, and industry
supporters and detractors,
representatives, he develops a profiling key contributors
while explaining how the
simple theory to evaluate
fracking: we should give those practice is changing the way
at risk to harm a stake in the energy is used.
The search for cheap, plentiful
decisions we make, and we
should monitor for and correct and reliable energy has become
any problems that arise.
one of the holy grails of
Finding this regulatory process modern industrial society.
Since the Western
short-circuited, with
government and industry alike
technologically-advanced
turning a blind eye to symptoms nations own supplies began to
deplete from the 1970s those
like earthquakes and
nosebleeds, Briggle decides to economies became increasingly
take action. Though our field
dependent on foreign oil,
philosopher is initially out of especially from volatile (and
potentially hostile) areas in
his element—joining fierce
activists like "Texas Sharon," the Middle East, and gas from
the world’s major producer once called the "worst enemy"
of the oil and gas industry—his Russia. The discovery of large
story culminates in an underdog deposits of shale oil and gas
in North America and across
victory for Denton, now
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other parts of the world has
been a major game changer as it
puts the control of energy back
in the hands of the US and its
European partners. These
countries had been trying to
develop alternative, renewable
resources for many years
without any real major
breakthrough and these sources
still only offer a very small
percentage of the total (and
growing) energy requirements.
Shale gas and oil offers
abundant supply within the
geographical areas of US and
Europe and self-sufficiency
for, potentially, another
century. But the method of
extracting these resources –
fracking – has become an area
of major controversy, sparking
one of the great political and
economic debates of modern
times. Shale gas and oil
promises massive benefits to
the US and other economies; but
are the health and
environmental risks just too
great?
September, 27 2022
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From a bestselling author comes
a provocative exploration of
the next big thing in
energy--fracking--and its
profound impact on geopolitics
and the global economy. In a
few short years, the discovery
of vast reserves of until now
unreachable natural gas, and
the adoption of a process to
get at it, have brought about a
shale-gas revolution that is
transforming Canada and the
United States. InGroundswell,
Ezra Levant looks at fracking's
enemies--who they are, and what
they don't want us to know--and
debunks claims about
contaminated groundwater,
fracking chemicals, and
earthquakes. And he also looks
at fracking's benefits:
significant job and wealth
creation, lower CO2 emissions,
and, most importantly,
increased political freedom.
With natural gas in abundance,
prices fall and the
stranglehold of energy
companies such as Russia's

Gazprom loosens. Countries such
as Ukraine, Poland, France,
Israel, and China have vast
reserves of shale gas, and
accessing it could mean a
monumental shift in energy
politics. In this timely and
provocative book, Levant
explores the promise of natural
gas that fracking has made
possible and provides an eyeopening look at a subject of
growing international
importance.
The case of Fracking
The Political Economy of
Fracking
un libro para entender los
riesgos y las ventajas de la
fracturación hidráulica
The Boom
The Moral Layers of Fracking
When Fracking Comes to Town

fracturing, more commonly
known as “fracking.” This
rapid increase has generated
widespread debate, with
proponents touting economic
and energy-security benefits
and opponents highlighting
the environmental and social
risks of increased oil and
gas production. Despite the
heated debate, neither side
has a monopoly on the facts.
In this book, Daniel Raimi
gives a balanced and
accessible view of oil and
gas development, clearly and
thoroughly explaining the key
issues surrounding the shale
revolution. The Fracking
Debate directly addresses the
most common questions and
Over roughly the past decade, concerns associated with
oil and gas production in the fracking: What is fracking?
Does fracking pollute the
United States has surged
water supply? Will fracking
dramatically—thanks largely
make the United States energy
to technological advances
such as high-volume hydraulic independent? Does fracking
cause earthquakes? How is
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fracking regulated? Is
The Monkey Wrench Gang. In Thecontroversial method of
fracking good for the
Fracking War, activists use
extracting natural gas.
economy? Coupling a deep
sabotage to defend against
When Fracking Comes to Town
understanding of the
what they perceive as
traces the response of local
scholarly research with
industrial terrorism,
communities to the shale gas
lessons from his travels to
perpetrated by multinational revolution. Rather than cast
every major U.S. oil- and gas-corporations' environmentally communities as powerless to
producing region, Raimi
damaging practice of
respond to oil and gas
highlights stories of the
hydrofracking for natural gas companies and their landmen,
people and communities
and oil. Set in the pristine it shows that communities
affected by the shale
Finger Lakes wine country of have adapted their local
revolution, for better and
New York and neighboring
rules and regulations to meet
for worse. The Fracking
Pennsylvania, Stafford and
the novel challenges
Debate provides the evidence the newspaper staff witness
accompanying unconventional
and context that have so
the tragic impacts of
gas extraction through
frequently been missing from hydrofracking--the health
fracking. The
the national discussion of
risks, water and air
multidisciplinary
the future of oil and gas
pollution, and a rapid
perspectives of this volume's
production, offering readers increase in crime. The
essays tie together insights
the tools to make sense of
fictional events of The
from planners, legal
this critical issue.
Fracking War were pulled from scholars, political
Veteran investigative
newspaper headlines offering scientists, and economists.
reporter Jack Stafford leaves a glimpse into an escalating What emerges is a more
California to take a job with conflict between citizens who nuanced perspective of shale
a newspaper in Upstate New
want to protect their
gas development and its
communities and the out-ofYork, where he discovers a
impacts on municipalities and
citizen rebellion modeling
control expansion of the
residents. Unlike many
itself after Edward Abbey's
natural gas industry's
political debates that cast
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fracking in black-and-white
terms, this book's
contributors embrace the
complexity of local responses
to fracking. States adapted
legal institutions to meet
the new challenges posed by
this energy extraction
process while under-resourced
municipal officials and local
planning offices found
creative ways to alleviate
pressure on local
infrastructure and reduce
harmful effects of fracking
on the environment. The
essays in When Fracking Comes
to Town tell a story of
community resilience with the
rise and decline of shale gas
production. Contributors:
Ennio Piano, Ann M.
Eisenberg, Pamela A. Mischen,
Joseph T. Palka, Jr., Adelyn
Hall, Carla Chifos, Teresa
Córdova, Rebecca Matsco, Anna
C. Osland, Carolyn G. Loh,
Gavin Roberts, Sandeep Kumar

Rangaraju, Frederick Tannery,
Larry McCarthy, Erik R.
Pages, Mark C. White, Martin
Romitti, Nicholas G. McClure,
Ion Simonides, Jeremy G.
Weber, Max Harleman, Heidi
Gorovitz Robertson
The rapid spread of
‘fracking’ (hydraulic
fracturing) has temporarily
boosted natural gas and oil
production, particularly in
the USA, but it has also
sparked a massive
environmental backlash in
local communities. The fossil
fuel industry is promoting
fracking as the biggest
energy development of the
century, with seductive
promises of energy
independence and benefits to
local economies. Snake Oil
casts a critical eye on the
oil-industry hype that has
hijacked the discussion over
energy security. This is the
first book to look at
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fracking from both economic
and environmental
perspectives, informed by the
most thorough analysis of
shale gas and oil drilling
data ever undertaken. Is
fracking the miracle cure-all
to our energy ills, or a
costly distraction from the
necessary work of reducing
our fossil fuel dependence?
How Fracturing Shale for Gas
Affects Us and Our World
Snake Oil
Fracking and the Environment
Reluctant Activists and
Natural Gas Drilling
Governance, Planning, and
Economic Impacts of the US
Shale Boom
America's Alternative Energy
Revolution
Energy opportunities and
challenges
According to Live Science, in
the year 2000 there were
approximately 276,000 natural
gas wells in the United States.
September, 27 2022
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In 2010, that number soared to
510,000. The U.S. Energy
Information Administration
states that fracking is most
profitable in Texas and in the
Marcellus Shale area, which
reaches from central New York
to Ohio and down to Virginia.
This timely volume explains
what fracking is, how the
process works, and describes
the benefits and the drawbacks
of this energy technology.
Visually appealing
presentations and compelling
examples provide readers with
context and inspire critical
thought about the way fracking
affects the earth.
The fossil fuel industry and
many environmental groups tout
hydraulic fracturing -"fracking” -- as a panacea,
with slick promises of energy
independence, greenhouse gas
reductions, and benefits to
local economies. Yet the
controversial technology, which
blasts massive volumes of
fluids, sand, and chemicals

into rock and coal formations,
has sparked huge public
protests. Slick Water tells the
shocking, inspiring story of
one woman’s stand to hold
government and industry
accountable for the damage
fracking leaves in its wake.
After energy giant Encana
secretly fracked hundreds of
gas wells around her home and
her well water turned to a
flammable broth, Jessica Ernst
started asking questions. When
she put forward evidence that
Encana had violated laws by
fracturing the community's
drinking water aquifer, Ernst
was falsely tagged as a bombmaking terrorist and visited by
the government’s anti-terrorism
squad. Frightened but
undaunted, she uncovered a
startling history of liability,
fraud, and intimidation, along
with a willful denial of
widespread groundwater
contamination. Jessica Ernst’s
remarkable story raises
dramatic questions about the
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role of Big Oil in government,
society’s obsession with
rapidly depleting supplies of
unconventional oil and gas, and
the future of civil society.
Provocative, passionate and
populist, RMB Manifestos are
short and concise non-fiction
books of literary, critical,
and cultural studies. Across
North America and around the
world, a significant shift from
conventional to unconventional
energy extraction is occurring
like never before. As
traditional energy sources
dwindle and the insatiable
demand for fossil fuels
continues to increase,
civilization seems to be taking
greater and greater risks in
order to fuel our seemingly
endless consumption and overuse of this planet’s natural
resources. Hydraulic
fracturing, or “fracking,” has
emerged as a lightning rod of
controversy as engaged citizens
grow more and more concerned
with the threats facing
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groundwater, local geology and
the depletion of surface water.
Although there have been
relatively few proven instances
of such threats when compared
to the number of complaints
filed, there is a prevailing
sense of anger and frustration
at the lack of transparency in
the regulatory structure and
enforcement of environmental
measures to safeguard both
surface and groundwater
sources. Of noted concern is
the intensity with which wells
are scheduled to be fracked
despite public concerns, calls
for moratoriums and lack of
baseline scientific data to
ensure proper evaluation and
follow-up monitoring of fracked
wells. C. Alexia Lane’s first
RMB Manifesto makes it clear
that there is an urgent need
for current policies to be
reformed in order to alleviate
various community, ecological
and environmental concerns and
to ensure the long-term
protection of our precious

water sources.
On Fracking
The Shale Renaissance
Fracking
Fracking and the Rhetoric of
Place
The Real Cost of Fracking
Shale Gas and Fracking

Discover all about fracking
and natural gas, their pros
and cons, and what their use
means for the future of our
planet.
Dispatches from the front
lines of American culture by
the great humorist Ian
Frazier, “America’s greatest
essayist” (Los Angeles
Times), has gathered his
insights on the most urgent
issues of today in Cranial
Fracking. From climate change
(what did Al Gore say at his
colloquium on the rising
temperatures in Hell?) to the
state of culture (what do you
do when you’re afflicted with
Loss of Funding?) to Texas
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(what should we do with
Texas?), he has all the
answers. Or, at the very
least, a lot of questions.
Frazier is endlessly curious
and perpetually delighted,
and seeing the absurdity of
the world through his eyes is
irresistible. Once more, the
author of Hogs Wild and
Travels in Siberia has struck
oil.
Over the past two decades,
"fracking" has led to a
revolution in shale gas
production. For some, shale
gas promised economic
opportunities, cheaper energy
bills, and an alternative to
coal. For others, shale gas
was fool’s gold. Critics
contend that the shale boom
has occurred in a regulatory
Wild West, that the response
has been fractured and
ineffective, or that the
harmful environmental and
health consequences exceed
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the benefits from shale gas
production. The Political
Economy of Fracking argues
that the criticism of the
shale revolution has been
misplaced. The authors use
insights from a diversity of
perspectives in political
economy to understand why the
shale boom occurred, who won
in the race for shale, and
who was left behind. The book
explains how private property
rights and entrepreneurs led
to the shale boom. It
contends that polycentric
governance, which encourages
a diversity of regulatory
responses, is a virtue
because it generates
knowledge about the most
appropriate ways to regulate
shale development. Private
property rights and political
institutions that provide for
local self-governance also
helped to ensure that the
benefits of shale gas

production exceeded its costs.specifically, hydraulic
The authors make the case for fracturing or fracking is
fracking shale gas using
said to not only make the
evidence from shale-producing production of affordable
countries from around the
energy possible but also
world, comparing them to
reduce emissions of carbon
those that have fallen behind dioxide by substituting coal
in the shale race. They show with natural gas in the
that private property rights utility sector. Behind the
and markets have been a
façade of many socio-economic
source of innovation and
and political benefits, the
dynamism and that a diversity process of fracking causes
of regulatory responses is
serious environmental
appropriate to govern shale
concerns. Dismissing the
gas development. This book is negative externalities of
insightful reading for
fracking simply raises the
academics and professionals
question, to what extent have
interested in the shale boom, communities close to fracking
the fracking industry in
sites been adversely impacted
general, and regulatory
by it? In this book,
policy.
Sarmistha R. Majumdar studies
Over the last decade, the oil four communities close to
and gas industry has garnered fracking well sites in Texas
a lot of support from the
to help illustrate to what
United States federal and
extent fracking regulations
state governments in the name have been developed in Texas
of energy independence and
and how effective these
economic prosperity. More
regulations have been in
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safeguarding the interests of
individuals in local
communities amidst the lure
of economic gains from the
extraction of oil and natural
gas from shale formations.
Majumdar has developed a
model to show stage by stage
community actions to regain
their quality of life and the
consequences of their
actions, if any, on state and
local regulations and
ordinances, and the oil and
gas industry. This book will
be an important resource for
scholars of environmental and
natural resource politics and
policy in the United States.
The Human and Environmental
Impact of Fracking: How
Fracturing Shale for Gas
Affects Us and Our World
The Fracking War
Oil and Natural Gas Economy
in Argentina
Fracking and One Insider’s
Stand Against the World’s

and Natural Gas in Argentina, by
Most Powerful Industry
the so-called “conventional”
Under the Surface
Up to Heaven and Down to Hell methods, in comparison with the
An in-depth report on the
potential risks and rewards of
hydraulic fracturing for shale
gas detailing the latest
reports, studies, facts and
figures from around the world.
Objective and non-partisan
analysis of the arguments from
all sides means readers can
make up their own minds about
the potential risks and
purported rewards of the shale
gas industry.Simple and concise
Fracking: Risks & Rewards cuts
through the legal, scientific,
political and economic jargon
to provide a comprehensive
guide to the entire fracking
controversy.
?This book gathers four papers
authored by Víctor Bravo and
Nicolás Di Sbroiavacca, Oil and
Natural Gas Engineers,
specialized in Energy
Economics. The main axis of the
book is the application of the
exploitation techniques of Oil
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so-called “Fracking”,(name
massively used in the First
World and particularly in the
United States of America).
Argentina has important Oil and
Natural Gas resources in
different regions of its wide
geography. To develop these
“non-conventional” techniques
has generated endless
controversies all over the
world, mostly due to its
estimated environmental impact
and the need of significant
requirement of large capitals
for investment. Argentina is
not out of this relevant
controversy because in the mind
of the maximum national
authorities, fracking is one of
the main factors that may
contribute to generate monetary
funds devoted to the payment of
the immense foreign debt of
this country. Other authors
estimate that it is not
possible to develop our country
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just on the basis of the massive ”Shale Oil and Shale Gas in
exploitation and boundless
Argentina: Situation and
export of natural resources.
Perspectives”. The other one,
Consequently, fracking is
”A technical opinion about
undoubtedly a topic of National Fracking”, contemplates the
Energy Politics. In this
impacts resulting from the use
scenario, a previous analysis
of these techniques, especially
of the National Energy Politics those concerning the
of the recent governments of
environment. Anyhow, each of
Argentina, after the bloody
the chapters are selfmilitary dictatorship of
contained, thus permitting
1976-1983 and the return to
separate reading of any of
democratic governments in
them.
December 1983. This analysis is Natural gas can be found
done over the chapters
underground in more than two
“Analysis of the National Law
dozens states in the United
States. While this cleanNo 27007 (known as the
“Hydrocarbon Resources Law”)
burning fossil fuel might be
and the Oil and Natural Gas
the answer to US dependence on
politics”, the “Oil and Natural overseas oil, the controversial
Gas Politics of the period from practice of hydraulic
2003 to 2014” and “The
fracturing is causing severe
Argentine Energy Politics
ecological harm. Clear, concise
explanations of fracking will
during the 2014-2018 period”.
Later on, the “Fracking” case
introduce readers to one of the
is fully developed with two
hottest political and
complementary analyses. One of environmental topics of our
them is basically centered on
time. Detailed sidebars offer
the technical and prospective
additional information about
both sides of the debate, while
scenarios for “fracking”:
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full-color photographs engage
readers with the havoc being
wreaked on an animal habitat of
particular concern—ours.
Further Investigations into the
Environmental Considerations
and Operations of Hydraulic
Fracturing
The Pros and Cons of Natural
Gas and Fracking
The Risks, Benefits, and
Uncertainties of the Shale
Revolution
Flirting with Disaster
Private Property,
Polycentricity, and the Shale
Revolution

